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ABSTRACT
Part 1 of this paper discusses contributions made -by

diverse schools of thought in the philosophy of education to the
'development of a relevant social studies curriculum. he relevance of
major philosophical approaches to teaching and learnihg is considered
in light of the approaches! influences on instructors' teaching
styles and students' learning processes. Philosophies suchias
experimentalism, existentialism, idealism, and realism re under
consideration. Each of6these philosophical Attitudes is described,
and its implications for teaching7learning Iltuations are listed. In
part 2; two schools-of thought,:in the psychology of learning are
discussed, and the ways they provide direction in the selection of
objectives, learning activities, and appraisal techniques are
examined, The contributions of behavkorists. in helpiong educators
understand how learning might take place are describe'd, and the
equally important tenets of humanists are discussed.'AJD)
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PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION Marlow Ediger
.
`Northeast Missouri State University

AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF.LEAHNING

°Part One - Philosophy of.Education.

Diverse schools of .thought in the philosophy of education have much

0-

to offer in developing 'a relevant social studies curriculum. Thus,.tedch-

ers, administrators, and supervisors peed_to study significant educational

philosopKies to determine related implications within'the framework of

teaching-learning situations in ongoing units.of study.

Experimentalism and the Social Studies

Experimentalists place major emphasis upon the concept. of-experience

in the schOol curriculum and the Curriculum of life. Thus, the real world.

of individuals and groups is experience. Human beings then perceive reality.

terms of what is and can beexperienced. Within the framework of the

world of experiences, problems exist. These probleMs, perceived relevant

.in society, need identification. Adequate content must be gathered related

to the problem. Thus, a hypothesis (or hypotheses) pertaining to the-prob-
.

lem must be identified, followed by revising the hypothesis; if necessary.

Further testing is continually necessary 4.0 revise the

if eiidence warrants. Expelimentaiists emphasizethat

tive and not absolute. Thus, problems identified and

hypotheses are subject to change.
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Thesocial studiesturriceldmin the olaes-school setting needs -to
1,

relate to what. is releVant insociety. Thus, problems and questions

Identified in *the social studies relate to realistic situations in societyY

School and society are not perceived as separate entities. The social.

studies.curriculum and the curriculum of lifssre,integrated entities.

In addition to perCeiving school and society as being related,

experimentalists emphasize that the,interests anci effort of pupils-in

learning are synonym° Thus,:effort in' learning'co et from interests

possessed by pupilS inongoing units of study. Wit in the framework of

problem solving situations in thecurriciilum,the'interetts of pupils

'provide effort in-developingtentatiVe solutions..

Change is .a key, concept pertaining to situations in school and in

society. StatiC situations do not exist. Since change is;a highly rele-

vant term, according to experithentalists, 'problems contill4ally arise and

weed attempted significant-Solutions-

,Implicationg fram'sxperime malisAn'developing the social Studies
,

curficulum may well include the following:

1. Pupils with,teachergUidance should be Volved in. identifying

and solving'likerlike problel A

2. Dualistic situatione'should,not exist such as separating inter-
.

ests from efforts of learners as well as separating school-from
4

society in ongoing learningactivities.

Each.hypothesis to a problematic situation should be evaluated

' in terms of consequences.

4. Situations in life are Constantly changing; thus new problems

arise.in the changing environment.
I
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Existentialism and the CurriCulum,

Existentialists emphasize the impOrtance of individuals continually

making choices in the school curriculum and in the curriculum of life. If

a person allows othets to.make decisions for oneself, this also represents

a choice'. However, to be an authentic human-being, the person.individually
.

must do the choosing anOmaking of decisions:.

There are no predetermined objectives, for individ als to achieve when

entering the arena of life. Thus open-ended situations exist in life to
.

develop one's'own personal aspirations and goals. Since many, many options

'exist- in terms of objectives for individual purauit feelingth of anxiety

and tension may result. The. personal choices or decisions made may end in

' desirable consequences. Thpy may also result in failure and alienation.

Situations in life are not rational, tut appear to be absurd in many cases.

.Implications for teachers pertaining to existentialism in the curricb

. lum 'can include the following:

1. Pupils individually must be given ample opportunities to choOse .

objectives and learning experiences.

.

2. Knowledge is subjective; thus.the arts, values-clarificatiOn,

literature, history, and music-should receive adequate emphasis

in the curriculum. ,

Individuals in the schoolrclass setting _must be encouraged to make
..y, .

commitments in life. Moral judgments made by individuals'personal

in a free environment are an.ultimate goal in teaching and learning.

4. The individual pupil is a chooser and thus.determines criteria\.and,

standards in life. The teacher definitely dOeS not dictate values
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for pupils' acceptance. Nor dOes'the teacher determine means and

ends of learning for pupils. Certainly, the teacher should not

expedt pupils to accept rationality existing in life's situations..

idealism and the Caskiculum

Idealism.is a more traditional approach,in making decisions in the

curriculut as compared to.experimentalism and existentialism. According

to idealists,, individuals cannot know how the world truly is 'terms of

an objective reality. Eackperson, however, obtains ideaapertaining to
.1,

. ,

objects and items in'the,environment. The mind brings order to.what is

observed and seen. Thus, of .all facets of. human development that:iis sig-
,

nificant to develdpi the mind or intellectual achievement must come first.

Rich learning eXperiences will'need to-be in evidence to guide pupils to

-achieve maximum development mentallyo These experiences may well be

selected in terms of leading pupils to attain universal, ideas and knowl-

edge of the Absolute (Cod), These.uniVersal ideaa need seeking and
1

finding. Any ohe person may not adhieve'perfect unclerstanding of these

universal ideas and of God.. However, each person may continually move

closer in achieving ideals of universal ideas and of.the Absolute.

IMplicationa pertaining to teaching arid learning In emphasizing.

idealisM as a philoeciphy of education may well include the following:.

1. The teacher must emphasize generalizations that have broad

application in the moral dimension.

2: Worthy ideals need adequate emphasis in the school curriculum
.

and the curriculum of life.

Intellectual.devalopment of learners must receive primary .
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- emphasisin the CUrriCulum.

{Nal

guid

y classes in litraturean0 shoUld

Pupilato attain worthy generalizations,
0

:.Atistraclearningsbust not beslighied'in the curriculum. What

is worthy in life goes beyondlearning-fiam U.:Praise-of the

,/-enses only.
ti

,k
Realists' and the CurricUlum

Realists generally emphasize that iridividuAlsmay know the environ-'

five

0

ment As it truly exists. Thus, human beings can know and perCei*objeCts
ri

. ,

,and'items as they are .What is realthenmay be identified ,an4:-Objectified,

Ihe,curriculum.areas of Sclendg and ,Matheiatics, im'particuldr, are sig-
.,

ficant'for realiits. ,Science and mathematics codtain precise and accurate

ilayunderStand accurate and real.content in the,Acience.
,

&mathematics arena.°OthercurriculuM areas, of course, alSo have their'.

o

rele ancp and may be. objectified. Thus, for example, reading and the

f. .

language artd, bistory, geography, aesthetics, and even values may contain

. objective content.

Implications, from realism as alpilosOphy of edudation for teaching-

`,, learning situatiOns may idaudp,the following:
, . .

1. recise, measurable objectives. need eful ide ification and

-use 'in the schdOl curriculum.

2. Learning activities must be chpsen guide puPils.to achieve"

these specifid objectives. Ultimatel , itCan'be'Mgasured if
w

pupils hakre attained significant end

3. Objectivesubje4 inaiterdadbeddentified
.-^

in diverse curriciaum'
Al



areas for pupil achievement. Even ethics and aesthetics contain

objective content that individuals have felt to be good and

beautiful through th Ages.

Summary Statements

oni the Philosophy of Education'
C,

Teachers, supervisors, and principals need to study di'erse schools of

thought in the philosophy of education to ncitice releVant inherent guide-

lines applicable.inteaching-learning situations. A' .carefully analyzed
. ,

6philosOphy of education gives guidance and direction in the'deciaion-making

arena.,

,/
Questions for Consideration

1. Which school of thought

adhere to generally?

. an elementary school

n the philosophy of education 4o you

Give

osophies of education were

situations? What evideilCe

reasons for your thinking.

classroom; which philosophy, or philm
7

emphasized in teaching- learning

was there to support your thinking?.

3. Develop a lesson plan for the''teaching:of a specifie social

Studieth lesson.' In the lesson plan, consistently emphasize

identified philosophical school of thought.

Part ,Two Psychology of Learning

one.

There are numerous schools of thought in the psychOlogy of learning

which provide direction in the selection .of objective's) learning "activities,
>. .

and appraisal techniques: .Professional educators need to be well versed

7
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in the educational' pey hology.arena to assist pupils to achiey)e.optimallY,,

in intellectual, social, emotional, and physical growth.

Behaviorism and the Curriculum

Behaviotists have contributed Much in heiping'educators.understand-
o

how learnin4jight take place. BehaViorists emphasize the significance
.

of utilizing.Measurable objectives These objectives are precise and

specific. Little or no leeway exiats in -terms of interpreting what is,

to be taught when measurable goals are utilized. Theee objectives give

direction in teaching-learning situations in that pupils will ber'attain-
.

ing exactly that which is stated in the measurable ends, Thus, in the

following objectives the teacher, aswell as pupils, *now withidertairity

what the latter are to achieve after instruction:

1. The pupil will write a seventy word paragraph-on:agricultural.

crops grown in the Middle-East::

The pupil will list in writing at,leaat ten possible causes for

the present7day Middle East conflict.

3. The pupil will present an oral report cQmparing religious beliefs

of Moslems 'and Jews.

After instruction, it can be determined if pupils.have attained each

of the above listed obj

able objectives prior

pupils are to learn.

ectives. The teacher, having-written these measur-

to
n

instruction, baSically knows with certainty what

Guesswork,then is eliminated in terms of directions

that learning is to take Place within mils.- Ideally, each pupil should,,..

be succeSaful-in achieving sequentialimeasUkable objectives. Gifted

learners may successfully complete objectives more rapidly as compared



to slower achievers.

A further example pertaining to behaViorism in'the school curriculum

may'well be illustrated with tenets'of programted learning. programmed

learning stresses the utililation of the followingprinciplep:

1.-EaCh sequential step of.learning ig.determined hyithe progreMmer.

,

2. rarely make anerror.whenprogressing in small orderly

steps in the.use of field-tested. programmed materials. Reinforce-

. ,
. .

meet of learning is then irieVidence.
.e.',

3. Learners. know immediately if a response made'to a programmed item

1 lis'corkect or, incorrect by checking with the answer given by the

programmer.

4. Objectives, learning activities and content, as well as evaluation

responses are determined by prograMmers.

The following description of sequential steps in learning,. using a pro-

grammed text for pupils, may well be in emphasis in thi\method of teaching

and learning: L.

1. The pupil reads a sentence or twoi views a related pictUre, and

,,then'responds.to a. completion item.

. The learner may then check his or her response with:the correct

answer provided by the programmer. The answer tb each completion

item being worked on may be covered with a commercially prepared

strip of Plastic. Aftei the pupil responds to,a completion item,

the plastic strip is moved downward to cover the.next sequential

answer to a programmed item. Thus,'the pupil may immediately, check

responses given with that f the prOgramil3grs.

Advantages of programmed le ning instruction include the 'following:



Pupils generally can be successful in each sequential steP,Of

learning.
.

2. Adequate self-concepts within the pupil may be'developed due-to

ideal inherent success infield- tested programs of programme&

instruction.

Pupils individually may achieve at their.Own optimal rate of

achievement.

4. Learners know -diately if responses given to each programmed

item are correct or incorrect.

5. Pupils may. become quite independent in Working toward optimal

,

achievement In the use of programmed materials.

Disadvantages given fdr-the utilization of programmed materials

include the following:

.1. Programmed learning does not lend itself to problem-solving

situations.

The objectives,. learning activities, and appraisal techniques

have, been determined by the programmer, There generally ip,no

input from pupils in determining the curriculum.'

3. Selected pupils may riot need the small sequential.steps of learn-

ing emphasized in many programmed materials.'

4. Creative136havior and critical thinking is not emphasized in

programs.

5. Pupils have diverse learning styles; programmed. learning will not

'meetthemeeds of selected pupils.

o



HuManism and the Curriculum

°

HUmanists haVe-Aeletted criteria to emphasite within the framework of

teaching-iearning situations. The needs of pupils must be met before-learn-

ing may occur. The following tenets of humanist's are .-important to .emphasite:
..47

1

1: Reality is subjective according to how it is perceived by the'
. .

individual person..

2. The self concept of-the individual is highly'significant. PositiVe

experiences, as perceived by pupils individually, definitely aid

in developing an. adequate self-concept.

Self-Actualitation on the.. part of each person'is an ultimate

vant goal.

4. Human beings make decisions to achieve the Optimal self.

5.. The feeling dimension of individuals is highly significant to
4 f

consider in teaching-learning situations.

6. A.hummie learning environment needs to be in. evidence. Openness

# toward oneself and toward others is important. MUtUal trust and

'.respect is an ultimate objectiVe.

Masi*, a leading humanist, recognizes a hierarchy'of needs that

'must be met before, learning in the school setting and in life may take plaoe.

The.human needs, identified by Was ow, which must be met in general order

of importance include the following:
1

1. "physiological needs including, food, rest, and shelter.,

2. security needs.

3. Jove and belonging needs.:
/

4. esteem needs..
_

5. self-aCtualizationl



Thus, for example, a personneeds Adequate food, rest, and shelter,

before security needs are identified and ultimately resolved. Once security

needs are met, being loved and having feelings of belonging must be met,

and so on. The above numb d needs generally must be met sequentially

before teaching and learnin are of optimal benefit to pupils.

.Implicationstfrom human swin-deVelokng the curriculum include the

following:

1. Pupils need to have ampleopportunities,to engage'in:deciston-

making praotides. Thus, questions and problems in the curriculum

may well be identified by pupils in a stimulating environmene.

2. Adequate-emphasis must,be placed upon a curriculum of affect.

3. The teacher is a stimulator of pupil learning and not a lecturer

or dispenser of 'content.

4. s.A. distinction is made between'teacbing and learning in the school

curriculug4 learning.as a concept, of course, is significant and

emphasized by humanists.

5.- PUpils must be guided to attain adequate self-concepta and. realize

optimal development.
. ,

, Advantages given for humanigin as.a psychology of learning include the

following:

1. Developing well in the affective dimension, as

humanists; 'should' guide pupils to achieve" well in other domains,

emphasized by

e.g., understandings ads well as'skills.

2:' Pupil6 identifying queationsand.prOttem4 in aetimulating enViron-
: .

ment providea for intrinsic Motivation situations on:the part, of.

pupils

O
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Meeting. diverse needs on .the part of learners_ is important prior

to emphasizing acquiring of concepts and:generaliZations in

. ,

- ;diverse curriculum 'areaS.
. .

4 Emphasizing : a humane': learning .environment rather than static,

formal .:teaching-learning. Situations is :rileVaiit for all pupils.-

, . .

Disadvantages which may be listed for humanism in the eduCatiogal

psychology. arena include the following:-:

- 7 :

1. ',Pupils have diverse learning stylge;':humtlistic approaches may not

meet the needs of selected' learners.

2. It is' difficult to ,stimulate selected pupils to become askers Of .

questions. I:Alto', some learners may not like diSdussion and

lem solving approaches;-in the learning arena.

Summary Statements:

on the Psychology of 'Learning

Teachers, plinCipelS4 and sUpervisorsneed' to:study, analyze, and

ultimately implement depired principles _of learning from diverse schools

of thought in eddCational psychology. Utilization of concepts and gen-/

.pialiZations from diverse SchoOls of thought in educationl psychology

.should aid pupils to achieve optimally in the school 'curriculum 'as Well

as in the curriculum of life.

i'roblems for Consideration. and DiSeussion

1. Observeteaching-learning situations in selected clastrooms

determine which school or schools of thought-in the psychology.

of learnihg are being emphasizee during specific intervals of

time.



2. Read seledted professional journal articlee,pertainingto the

teaching of social studies. Which school of thought in educa-

tional paychology. -generally being emphasized? Eeable .to

justify your answer,oranswerS%
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